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Abstract. The paper deals with evaluation of possible fatigue damage of
existing steel crane structure. It is possible to use the some traditional
methods to solve the problem - a concept of fatigue S-N curves (which are
mainly used for designing of a new structures) or the procedures based on
linear fracture mechanics utilizing the Paris-Erdogan’s law (which are
suitable for estimation of remaining lifetime). For the resistance assessment
the relevant data of load effects caused by cyclically loaded structure
operation are necessary for both concepts. For the prediction of fatigue
damage over time, calibration functions for short edge cracks were derived
based on the results of the experiment, and the acceptable size of the fatigue
crack in damaged structural component under analysis was determined.
Using the derived relationships, a stochastic analysis of the selected element
was performed and the results are discussed.

1 Introduction
Fatigue phenomenon is one of the main factors influencing the life of steel structures and
bridges subjected to cyclic loading. This paper focuses on the probabilistic analysis of fatigue
damage of the supporting structure of the crane runway (see Fig. 1) serving the steel
warehouse operation of the Vitkovice Machinery Group, Czech Republic, which also belong
to the structures subjected to repeat loading.
The assessment of fatigue life and, in particular, the prediction of residual service life in
the existing buildings are a significant and current engineering problem [1]. Owing to the
ageing of the existing infrastructure on a worldwide scale and the lack of codes for the
continued safety management of structures during their lifetime, it is necessary to develop
mathematical tools to evaluate their structural reliability over a time interval, and considering
the reduction in their structural capacities. A number of studies have been conducted for the
stochastic estimation of reliability and the subsequent prediction of the life of various
carrying capacity elements and constructions, e.g. [2-7]. However, a valid calculation
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methodology based on probabilistic modelling that would be directly applicable to the
existing load-bearing structures is non-existent [8].

Fig. 1. Analysed steel truss structure supporting an overhead crane.

Numerous numerical methods, mostly based on the finite element method – FEM [9-12],
have been developed to aid in the understanding of the behavior of the fatigue phenomena.
The essential tools for these calculations are provided by fracture mechanics [13] and the
reliability theory [14, 15]. Some of approaches used for the fatigue crack prediction are based
on stochastic methods [16, 17]. Insight into the stochastic interactions among random factors
(load, geometric and material characteristics) affecting the reliability of steel bridges is
namely essential and crucial to understanding the progress of failure probability of steel
structures over time. Moreover, due to the presence of significant uncertainties associated
with crack initiation and propagation, inspection, monitoring and/or repair actions planning
[18] should be performed and applied to prevent sudden failures of damaged structural
components and their associated consequences.

2 Fatigue crack propagation
Reliability of the bearing structure has been significantly influenced by degradation resulting,
in particular, from the fatigue of the basic materials. When investigating the propagation, the
fatigue crack that deteriorates a certain area of the structure component is described with one
dimension only - fatigue crack length a. In order to describe the propagation of the crack, the
linear elastic fracture mechanics is typically used [13]. This method uses Paris-Erdogan's law
[19] and defines relation between propagation rate of the crack size a, and range of the stress
rate coefficient, K, in the tip of the crack:
d𝑎
d𝑁

= 𝐶 ∙ (∆𝐾)𝑚 ,

2

(1)
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where C, m are material constants, that are determined experimentally, N is the number of
loading cycles and K is range of the stress intensity factor in front of the crack tip. Range
of the stress intensity factor is defined as follow:
∆𝐾 = ∆𝜎 ∙ √𝜋 ∙ 𝑎 ∙ 𝐹(𝑎) ,

(2)

where  is constant stress range and F(a) is the calibration function which represents
propagation of the crack (for instance, from the edge or surface) and various boundary
conditions.
Three sizes are important for the description of the characteristics of the propagation of
fatigue cracks. The fatigue crack will propagate in a stable way only if the initial crack a0
exists in the place where the stress is concentrated. Existence of the initiation cracks during
the propagation should be revealed, along the detectable length of the crack ad, e.g., during
inspections. The crack propagates in a stable way until it reaches the third important size acceptable length of the crack aac, which is a limit for the required reliability. When
using Eq. (1), the condition for the acceptable crack length, aac, is:
1

𝑎

𝐶

0

d𝑎

𝑁 = ∙ ∫𝑎 𝑎𝑐 (∆𝐾)𝑚 > 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡 ,

(3)

where N is the number of cycles needed to increase the crack from the initiation size a0 to the
acceptable crack size aac, and Ntot is the number of cycles throughout the service life.
The main assumption is that the primary design should take into account the effects of
the extreme loading and the fatigue resistance should be assessed. The probabilistic methods
should be used for the investigation of the propagation rate of the fatigue crack until the
acceptable size is reached because the input variables include uncertainties and reliability
should be taken into account. The equation for the propagation of the crack size (1) needs to
be modified for this purpose. After the change of the number of cycles from N1 to N2, the
crack will propagate from the length a1 to a2. Having modified Eq. (1) and using Eq. (2), the
following formula will be achieved:
𝑎2

∫𝑎

d𝑎

𝑚
1 (√𝜋∙𝑎∙𝐹(𝑎) )

𝑁

= ∫𝑁 2 𝐶 ∙ (∆𝜎)𝑚 d𝑁.
1

(4)

If the length of the crack a1 equals to the initial length a0 (this is the assumed size of the
initiation crack in the probabilistic approach) and if a2 equals to the final acceptable crack
length aac, then the left-hand side of the Eq. (4) can be regarded as the resistance of the
structure 𝑅(𝑎𝑎𝑐 ) :
𝑎

𝑅(𝑎𝑎𝑐) = ∫𝑎 𝑎𝑐
0

d𝑎
𝑚

(√𝜋∙𝑎∙𝐹(𝑎) )

.

(5)

Similarly, it is possible to define the cumulated effect of loads (random variable effects
of the extreme load) that is equal to the right side of Eq. (4):
𝑁

𝐸(𝑁) = ∫𝑁 𝐶 ∙ (∆𝜎)𝑚 d𝑁 = 𝐶 ∙ (∆𝜎)𝑚 ∙ (𝑁 − 𝑁0 ),
0

(6)

where N is the total number of oscillations  for the change of the length from a0 to aac, and
N0 is the number of oscillations in the time of initialization of the fatigue crack (typically, the
number of oscillations is zero).
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3 Stochastic reliability assessment
As with other probabilistic methods, a safety margin Z can be defined for reliability
assessment:
𝑍(𝐗) = 𝑅(𝑎𝑎𝑐 ) − 𝐸(𝑁) ,

(7)

where X is a vector of random physical properties such as mechanical properties, geometry
of the structure, load effects and dimensions of the fatigue crack. The analysis of the safety
margin Z gives a failure probability Pf , which is equal to:
𝑃𝑓 = 𝑃(𝑅(𝑎𝑎𝑐) < 𝐸(𝑁) ) = 𝑃(𝑅(𝑎𝑎𝑐 ) − 𝐸(𝑁) < 0) = 𝑃(𝑍(𝐗) < 0).

(8)

4 Application
Described probabilistic analysis of fatigue damage was applied to a nearly 100-year old
exterior riveted crane support truss (see Fig. 1) focusing on the most susceptible element in
terms of fatigue damage - a diagonal formed by a pair of profiles L90x10 in the middle of
the truss structure. The study follows the article [20] where the fatigue resistance and the
residual life estimation of this structure was analyzed using numerical modelling in ANSYS
software based on rainflow counting and the Palmgren-Miner rule.
The input quantities were determined deterministically (geometric parameters,
𝑚 = 3, 𝐶 = 2.2 ∙ 10−13 MPa𝑚 m𝑚/2+1 ) or stochastically using parametric probability
distributions (e.g. yield stress of old steel obtained by laboratory experiment, published
in [21]; axial force as time-dependent load effect based on the operation of the overhead crane
generated by Monte Carlo method, published in [20]; initial size of the crack a0 according
to [22]). Calibration functions 𝐹(𝑎) describing the way of fatigue crack propagation for
different types of loads in Eq. (5) were determined experimentally were published in [23, 24].
The required reliability was described by the reliability index 𝛽 = 2 which corresponded to
the target probability 𝑃𝑑 = 0.02277.
The described methodology for stochastic modelling of fatigue phenomena has been
implemented into the FSCProbCalc (Fatigue Short Crack Probability Calculation) code,
which allows probabilistic calculation to be performed efficiently in a user-friendly
environment. Using the program the probability evaluation of construction reliability focused
on fatigue damage can be carried out upon exact definition of fatigue crack admissible size
and definition of occurrence probability of three basic facts related with spreading of fatigue
cracks which lead to calculation of probability defect for each operational year of the solved
construction. At setting of the reliability required rate also time of the first inspection of the
construction can be set which will be focussed on fatigue damage and using the conditioned
probability also times of the following inspection checks. Figs. 1 to 6 show the program's
desktop with calculated results.
The Fig. 2 presents a histogram stress range  in Eq. (6), calculated according to e.g.
[24]. Fig. 3 shows the resulting histogram of structural resistance 𝑅(𝑎𝑎𝑐 ) calculated according
Eq. (5). Fig. 4 contains the accumulated load effect 𝐸(𝑁) for 277 years of structural operation
determined by Eq. (6). Both variables are needed to define the safety margin 𝑍(𝐗) according
Eq. (7), see Fig. 5, and probability of failure 𝑃𝑓 estimation in Eq. (8) for the relevant year of
operation of the structure under assessment, see Fig. 6.
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Fig. 2. FSCProbCalc desktop: Calculated histogram of stress range .

Fig. 3. FSCProbCalc desktop: Calculated histogram of resistance 𝑅(𝑎𝑎𝑐 ).
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Fig. 4. FSCProbCalc desktop: Calculated histogram of accumulated load effect 𝐸(𝑁) for 277 years of
structural operation.

Fig. 5. FSCProbCalc desktop: Calculated histogram of safety margin 𝑍 for 277 years of structural
operation.
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Fig. 6. FSCProbCalc desktop: Probability of failure Pf calculation for each year of structural
operation (red curve) with defined target probability (red line).

The target probability 𝑃𝑑 is exceeded in the 277th year of the structural operation, which
corresponds to a real lifetime of the analysed steel structure. This value is comparable to the
result obtained in [20].

5 Conclusion
The objective of this study was to propose and evaluate a probabilistic approach for the
fatigue damage analysis of an existing steel truss structure supporting an overhead crane
track. To demonstrate the proposed approach, a fatigue analysis of the diagonal of the steel
truss structure was presented in this paper.
The methodology for the probabilistic modeling of fatigue crack propagation in the loadbearing member of a cyclically stressed steel structure was applied in FSCProbCalc code.
The resulting probability of failure was obtained for stochastic described phenomena which
are related to propagation of the fatigue cracks and calculated for each year of operation of
the construction. When determining the required degree of reliability, it is possible to specify
the time of inspection focused on the structural fatigue damage.
The fatigue resistance of the crane can therefore be assumed to be sufficient. The fatigue
damage accumulated in old structure during time of the operation is negligible in comparison
with, for example, corrosion losses.
The processed methodology together with the stated application thus may substantially
improve the estimation of costs spent in maintenance of cyclically loaded constructions and
bridges.
This contribution has been developed as a part of the research project GACR 17-01589S “Advanced
computational and probabilistic modelling of steel structures taking account fatigue damage” supported
by the Czech Grant Agency and also has been completed thanks to the financial support provided to
VSB-Technical University of Ostrava by the Czech Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports from the
budget for conceptual development of science, research and innovations for the 2019 year.
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